Champion’s Quote - Heritage AG International
A new, exciting Champion has joined the DBM Catalyst, Heritage AG International.
Heritage AG and a federation of infrastructure enterprises are executing a project to
develop and deliver 15,000 housing units near Accra, Ghana. Heritage AG owns
1,800 acres of land near Accra. A portion (800 acres) has been allocated for the
development of the 15,000 housing units in various categories which have already
been allocated for occupation for private families via a unique government contract.

New Accra, Ghana Model

Supporting the New Accra families is a highly advanced Smart City complex
consisting of a K12 school, hotel resort with casino, 500 bed hospital, retail
amenities, a STEM focused university, parks and other greenspaces. This project is
grown from a green field approach; a blank slate of 1800 acres to produce a
vibrant, resilient smart community that will change the face of Ghana.
Leveraging TM Forum’s Collaboration Catalyst Program, the Digital Business
Marketplace partners have developed a digital platform capability which provides
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for traditional companies, digital platform companies and hyperscalers to
seamlessly partner in a frictionless ecosystem to deliver and in-life manage secure,
zero touch, industry 4.0 solutions for complex customer requirements.
The DBM partners rapid and exciting progress has prompted Heritage AG
International to join the Catalyst and pledge to engage with virtually all of the DBM
capabilities, including the Secure Supply Chain and Smart Grid operations. The
Ghana project will benefit from a greater choice of secure solutions, an ecosystem
of partners, lower cost, and a better experience from solutions that meet their
exacting needs as this massive project matures to eventually be a model for
hundreds of similar projects throughout Africa that will greatly improve the quality
of life for millions of its population.
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